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SUMMARY
Dodecins, a group of flavin binding proteins with a dodecameric quartenary structure, are able to incorporate two flavins within each of their six identical binding pockets building an aromatic tetrad with two tryptophan residues. Dodecin from the archaeal Halobacterium salinarum is a riboflavin storage device. We demonstrate that unwanted side reactions induced by reactive riboflavin species and degradation of riboflavin are avoided by ultrafast depopulation of the reactive excited state of riboflavin. Intriguingly, in this process, the staggered riboflavin dimers do not interact in ground and photo excited states. Rather, within the tetrad assembly, each riboflavin is kept under the control of the respective adjacent tryptophan, which suggests that the stacked arrangement is a matter of optimising the flavin load. As a central element of the effective excited state depopulation mechanism, we further identify an electron transfer in combination with a proton transfer as the central element. Structural 
INTRODUCTION
Riboflavin-binding proteins (RfbPs) have been characterized in eukaryotes as proteins for storage and transport of riboflavin. RfbPs are high affinity binders, and reduce the photochemical reactivity of the highly reactive riboflavins by efficiently quenching light-induced excited states. Dodecin has recently been identified as a RfbP in archaea, representing the first protein of this function in prokaryotes (1, 2) . With one ligand per 68 residues, dodecin represents the flavoprotein with highest flavin load known to date. Dodecin has also been found in bacteria where it was caracterized as a binder of FMN (2) (3) (4) .
Dodecins have been characterized structurally by X-ray crystallography from the archaeon Halobacterium salinarum (HsDod 
. Structures revealed a dodecameric fold, providing six identical binding pockets, which each enables binding of two antiparallely arranged riboflavins between two tryptophan residues building an aromatic tetrad arrangement ( Figure 1A ) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
Although structurally similar, archaeal and bacterial dodecins differ in their ligand binding spectrum and in the binding site architecture (Figure 1) . While both share the incorporation of antiparallely stacked flavin dimers, the bacterial dodecin incorporates si-si-stacked pairs of FMN, while archaeal dodecin binds re-re-stacked pairs of riboflavin. An alignment of about 100 dodecins reflects the separation of bacterial and archaeal dodecin on a sequence level (2) . The physiological function of the bacterial dodecins is still not known. Coenzyme A bound to a TtDod B encouraged speculations towards a bifunctional dodecin storage protein (4), while due to similarities to the recently identified EmoB, also binding dimers of FMN, it is tempting to speculate that the bacterial dodecin might be able to deliver FMNH 2 for redox-reactions in partner proteins (8) .
A broad in vitro and in vivo analysis of HsDod A revealed that archaeal dodecin is a riboflavin storage protein for buffering FMN and FAD concentration during the H. salinarum life-cycle. Cellular flavin concentrations and the dodecin expression profile show that dodecin sequesters riboflavin under growth limiting concentrations, and releases riboflavin into the biosynthesis of the physiologically important flavin derivatives FMN and FAD when favourable growth conditions induce metabolic activity (2) .
Storage of micromolar amounts of the flavin requires efficient neutralization of the versatile flavin chemical reactivity to not affect the cellular integrity. Interaction with potent reaction partners is prevented by the encapsulation of riboflavins in sealed binding pockets. Preventing flavin photoreactivity is a more difficult task. While primary light-induced activation to excited flavin states cannot be prevented by the protein environment, fast-quenching of light-induced excited states has been identified as a strategy to suppress uncontrolled photochemical reactivity. Eukaryotic RfbPs typically bind riboflavin between the aromatic residues of mostly tryptophan and tyrosine building triads of stacked aromatic rings. Mechanistically, fast electron transfer from the aromatic moiety to the riboflavin has been proposed to quench the excited state of riboflavin by building a couple of a positively-charged amino acid radical and a negatively-charged flavin semiquinone (2, 9) . Ultrafast electron transfer mechanisms from an aromatic moiety to a photoexcited flavin is not only observed for RfbB, but for other flavoproteins, like for BLUF (Blue light sensing using FAD) domains, cryptochromes and DNA photolyases (10) (11) (12) (13) .
While the fast quenching of the riboflavin excited states in dodecin has been suggested to involve electron transfer from the adjacent tryptophan, similarly as reported for the eukaryotic RfbPs, the unique dodecin binding site also raises the question whether the photocycle of dodecin might involve other or additional relaxation channels.
What role does tetrad-π-stacking play for the quenching mechanism? Does the ribityl chain affect the quenching mechanism? Do riboflavinriboflavin-interactions contribute in the quenching mechanism? Do hydrogen bonds to the flavin, e.g. from surrounding water molecules, have an effect on the mechanism? Does the design of the binding pocket have any effect? To address these important questions, we initiated a broad systematic photophysical analysis with several wild type and mutant dodecins in complex with several flavin ligands, in deuterated and non-deuterated solvents. With the broad set of samples, we achieve a combinatorial approach for identifying the key elements in the HsDod A quenching mechanism. For example, the influence of the ribityl chain was studied with riboflavin vs. lumiflavin bound to dodecin, the influence of the staggered arrangement of isoalloxazines with riboflavin vs. the single binder FAD, and the influence of proton transfer on the quenching reaction with H 2 O vs. D 2 O buffer solutions, and the influence of magnesium, coordinated at the bottom of the binding pocket with wild type vs. magnesium-free mutant dodecins. The method of choice to observe fast photophysical processes on a sub-nanosecond time scale is the femtosecond pump-probe technique, where a short laser pulse starts the reaction, and a second time delayed pulse interrogates the system.
Our data show effective fluorescence quenching of riboflavin when embedded into HsDod A indicating a fast depopulation of the reactive excited state. Since the concept of ultrafast electron transfer between flavins and closely positioned aromates like adenine, tryptophan and tyrosine is well established in flavin photochemistry (9, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , a similar process involving electron transfer from the adjacent tryptophan to the photo-excited flavin can be assumed for dodecin. However, in this contribution, the role of the unique dimeric arrangement of the isoalloxazines, the possibility of riboflavin fluorescence self quenching (21) , the function of other residues in the binding pocket, and a putative more complex quenching reaction comprising electron and proton transfer (20) are evaluated on its impact on the HsDod A photophysical properties.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Sample preparation -The dodecin proteins are prepared as described by Grininger et al. (5) . Wild type and mutant dodecin from H. salinarum with different flavin cofactors and free riboflavin were measured in 20 mM TRIS buffer pH 7.5 with 1 M NaCl and 5 mM MgCl 2 , dodecin from H. halophila was measured in 20 mM TRIS buffer pH 8 with 300 mM NaCl and 100 mM ectoine. The samples were concentrated to an optical density of 0.25-0.4 at 450 nm. D 2 O samples were prepared by successive steps of dialysis of dodecameric dodecin against D 2 O buffer at a pD of 7.9 (22) . Transient vis-pump/vis-probe spectroscopy -The experimental setup for the pump/probe spectroscopy in the visible spectral range was described in detail elsewhere (23) . In brief, the pulse source for these experiments was a Clark CPA 2001 femtosecond laser system (central wavelength 775 nm, pulse length 170 fs, pulse energy 800 µJ, repetition rate1 kHz). Excitation pulses were generated by frequency doubling of the laser fundamental in a BBO crystal (388 nm) or by using a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) (475 nm) (24, 25) . Pulses with a central wavelengths of 345 nm and 440 nm were generated by sum frequency mixing of 775 nm and NOPA pulses in a type I BBO crystal (θ=36° and 26°, respectively). The energy of the pump pulse was between 25 nJ and 100 nJ. Probe pulses in a spectral range of 430-750 nm pulses were generated in a sapphire window as single filament white light. The cross correlation width was below 250 fs for the entire investigated spectral range. The continuum pulses were dispersed by two spectrometers (sample and reference), and recorded with two 42 segment diode arrays (multi-channel detection), resulting in a spectral resolution of 8 nm. Data acquisition was performed in single shot detection mode as balanced and referenced measurement providing signal-to-noise ratios up to 10 4 . To guarantee non-excited sample for successive laser shots, the sample was moved in two dimensions. Pure solution was measured as reference to correct for the coherent artifact. UV/vis absorption spectra were taken before and after the time resolved experiments to ensure that no long lived photoproducts were accumulated.
Data Analysis -Prior to further analysis, the transient data were corrected for the coherent signals and group velocity dispersion (GVD). The coherent signal of the solution can be subtracted from the sample signal (26) . The delay time zero was determined for all wavelengths employing a procedure (27,28), which uses the temporal evolution of the coherent signal and a least-squares fit algorithm. For the quantitative data analysis we employed a kinetic model, which describes the data as sum of exponential decays. A Marquardt downhill algorithm optimizes n global time constants (τ i ) for all wavelengths simultaneously with wavelength dependent amplitudes A i (λ) for each component. The model function assumes Gaussian pump and probe pulses with a (1/e) cross correlation width t cc .
The wavelength dependent fit amplitudes A i (λ) represent the decay associated difference spectra (DADS) for each decay, and thus represent the part of the difference spectrum, that decay with the corresponding time constant (29). In this definition, an infinite time constant is equal to a time independent offset in the transient absorbance changes at positive delay times, and therefore it mainly represents the absorbance change which remains at the maximum delay time in our experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Even though the positions of the riboflavin absorption bands are very sensitive to the environment (30) , only small shifts of the absorption maxima of oxidized flavins have been observed for flavin-dimers in solution (21) and a number of other flavoproteins (31, 32) . Accordingly, steady state spectroscopy for dodecin shows that the riboflavin absorption band at 445 nm (S 0 →S 1 transition is only marginally blue shifted as compared to free riboflavin in aqueous solution, and the band at 373 nm (S 0 →S 2 transition) shows no shift of the absorption maximum (Figure 2) . Furthermore, the relation of the two absorption bands changes if riboflavin is bound to HsDod A . Both absorption bands are attributed to π→π* transitions (33) . The shoulder around 480 nm for bound riboflavin is a common phenomenon observed also for other flavoproteins, and probably results from interactions between the π-systems or hydrogen bonding in the binding pocket (32, 34) .
The kinetic measurements of riboflavin in aqueous solution and incorporated into diverse dodecin proteins were carried out for different excitation wavelengths to induce distinct electronic transitions and to provide varying excess vibrational energies. Additionally to the excitation of the S 0 →S 1 transition of riboflavin at 476 nm, the low energy wing, and at 440 nm, 388 nm and 345 nm were chosen to excite the S 0 →S 2 transition at the low and at the high energy wing, respectively. Because transient absorbance changes for the different excitation wavelengths did not show any significant differences, we suggest that the S 2 →S 1 transition is faster than the time resolution of the experiment for bound as well as for free riboflavin. This finding is in agreement with experiments by Stanley and McFarlane, where an internal conversion from S 2 to S 1 in less than 100 fs for flavins was demonstrated (17, 35) . Thus, the discussion of photodynamics is restricted to the 388 nm excitation, because the best signal to noise ratio was obtained in this experiment.
The transient absorbance changes of riboflavin in aqueous solution (17, 35, 36) and bound to HsDod A revealed entirely different spectral and dynamic behavior (Figure 3 A,B, Figure 4 ). The excited state of free riboflavin displayed a lifetime longer than the maximum delay time of the experiment (1.5 ns), consistent with the reported lifetime of about 5 ns (37). In contrast, bound riboflavin showed lifetimes of its difference signals clearly shortened to only a few picoseconds, e.g. the ground state bleach (negative absorbance change at 450 nm). Furthermore, the pattern of positive and negative absorbance positive and negative absorbance changes shows distinctive differences: The intensive negative signal of the stimulated emission at 520-600 nm observed for free riboflavin in aqueous solution is missing for HsDod A bound riboflavin (2) , and the positive signal does not reach that far into the long wavelength region above 700 nm. A discussed mechanism for the fast quenching of the excited state, on the basis of previous investigations on flavoproteins (9, 18, 19) , is an ultrafast electron transfer from a tryptophan residue to the excited flavin. If such an electron transfer occurs, the spectrum should show the absorption characteristics of a cationic tryptophan radical, expected around 560 nm (38, 39) , and of an anionic flavosemiquinone around 510 nm (38) (39) (40) . For RfbP from chicken egg white, an electron transferred state consisting of a cationic tryptophan radical, and a flavosemiquinone has already been identified which shows spectral characteristics as observed for dodecin (7, 17) . However, a remarkable difference between the reported data on chicken RfbP is the positive signal around 500 nm, which is not synchronized with the positive signal at longer wavelengths, and decays more slowly.
Knowing the intermolecular distances in the dodecin binding pocket (3.3 Å between the isoalloxazine and the tryptophan for HsDod A ) (2) as well as the net ∆G 0 of 0.4 eV (9), the electron transfer rate, and the time constant of a potential electron transfer from a tryptophan residue to an electronically excited flavin molecule can be estimated (43) . Accordingly, a time constant of a few hundred femtoseconds can be derived, which is close to the time resolution of the experiment, and therefore difficult to resolve.
Data of HsDod A occupied with riboflavin were successfully approximated in a global fit analysis with four time constants (Figure 4) . The fastest time constant τ 1 , close to the instrumental response time, is necessary to describe the rise of the signal. Another time constant τ 4 longer than the maximum delay time of the experiment is used to include residual signals, which are here nearly zero. Two further time constants, τ 2 and τ 3 describe the decay of the difference signals: A fast time constant τ 2 of 800±100 fs and a slower one τ 3 of 4±1 ps. The decay associated difference spectra (DADS) denote a high positive amplitude for τ 2 between 500 and 650 nm indicating the decay of a positive absorption change in this region ( Figure  5 ). The spectral signature of the DADS of τ 2 is in good agreement with the spectrum of the cationic tryptophan radical as well as of the neutral flavin semiquinone (38) (39) (40) . Below 475 nm, the negative amplitude indicates the recovery of the ground state. The slower time constant τ 3 also contributes to the ground state recovery, but the DADS indicates a spectral signature different from the one seen for τ 2 . τ 3 exhibits a considerable amplitude at 500 nm, where the amplitude of τ 2 crosses zero, and a lower amplitude than τ 2 for wavelengths longer than 550 nm. These results suggest that two different quenching pathways with different time constants exist for the photo-excited flavin in the dodecin binding pocket, or that two different species, generated after photo-excitation, decay on different time scales. The specific characteristic of dodecin to relax excited states at different time scales might be based on the unique incorporation of dimeric riboflavin, or on a proton neutralizing an anionic semiquinone. To get further insight into the complexity of the quenching pathway, also with regard to a proton transfer process, we initiated experiments with a set of wild type and mutant HsDod A flavin complexes with various ligands, as well with a HsDod
For evaluation of the role of the ribityl chain in the quenching mechanism, we used the capability of HsDod A to incorporate not only riboflavin, but also other flavins like lumiflavin with a methyl group replacing the ribityl chain. Steady state spectra of HsDod A with lumiflavin, essentially similarly positioned in the dodecin binding pocket as riboflavin, showed the typical flavin absorption bands as described for riboflavin, and only a marginal shift in the absorption bands if it is embedded into dodecin ( Figure S1 ). Ultrafast spectroscopy revealed identical spectral and dynamic behavior ( Figure S2 ), indicating that the ribityl chain and the slightly different position does not play a major role for the excited state depopulation mechanism. For evaluation of the involvement of the stacked flavin in the quenching pathway, we used the properties of HsDod A to incorporate only one FAD molecule per binding pocket. In solution, fluorescence self quenching of riboflavin of high concentrations due to dimerization is a common phenomenon (21, 30, 44) . The distance between the two isoalloxazine moieties in the HsDod A binding pocket is only 3.2 Å, and self-quenching effects of dodecin bound riboflavin similar to riboflavin dimers in solution might be involved in dodecin photochemistry. FAD allows studying the effect of dimer stacking, as dodecin traps FAD from solution in a closed conformation, forming a tryptophan-isoalloxazine-adenine-tryptophan instead of tryptophan-isoalloxazine-isoalloxazine-tryptophan aromatic tetrad (6) . Steady state and transient spectroscopy of FAD in solution demonstrated a quenching of the excited state of the flavin by interactions with the adenine subunit in the closed conformation (17, (45) (46) (47) . If for the quenching mechanism the second aromatic moiety is important, one should notice a difference in the transient data for the different bound cofactors riboflavin and FAD, respectively. Steady state spectra of FAD show a shoulder at 480 nm and a small red shift of the absorption band at 350 nm if it is embedded into HsDod A ( Figure S1 ). Transient data show similar spectral and dynamical behavior as found for riboflavin ( Figure S2 ) suggesting a faster quenching of the exited state by the amino acid residues in the HsDod A binding pocket than by the molecule occupying the second flavin position. This also implies that the second flavin in the binding pocket does not influence the main excited state depopulation pathway.
Literature also reports a potential quenching of excited flavins by ultrafast electron and proton transfer (20) . Therefore, the influence of hydrogen bonded water molecules in the binding pocket was studied by replacement of H 2 O by D 2 O. The CWspectra show a blue shift of the S 0 →S 2 absorption, whereas the S 0 →S 1 band shows no shift, if deuterated solvent is used ( Figure S2 ). Transient data show a slower decay of all signals for the samples in D 2 O (Figure 6) , and indicate that a proton transfer from a solvent molecule is part of the studied mechanism. A global fit analysis of the data of D 2 O and H 2 O samples taken under identical conditions (excitation wavelength, excitation energy, spatial and temporal overlap of pump and probe, etc.) showed that the data could successfully be approximated with four time constants. A fast time constant (τ 1 ) and one longer than the maximum delay time of the experiment (τ 4 ) were necessary for reasons described above. The time constant τ 2 showed similar DADS profiles for both solvents, but was longer for dodecin in D 2 O (τ 2 (D 2 O) 1.2±0,2 ps vs. τ 2 (H 2 O) 800±100 fs) (Figure 7) . The time constant τ 3 was somewhat slower for the D 2 O sample (τ 3 (D 2 O) 6±2 ps vs. τ 3 (H 2 O) 5±1 ps), and the DADS showed spectral differences, especially around 600 nm. Variation of the starting conditions of the global fit analysis indicate that the time constant τ 3 is inaccurate, and therefore the results are handled with care. However, global fit analysis indicates that the proton transfer plays a role at least for the faster component (τ 2 ). The DADS of the time constant τ 3 shows a significant amplitude at 500 nm, and is therefore assigned to the decay of the difference signal at this wavelength. A similar signal is not seen for other flavin binding proteins (9) . A definitive assignment of this difference signal can not be given, yet. However, some processes can be excluded: 1) Single proton or hydrogen transfer without an electrontransfer is excluded, since such processes should also occur in water and other flavin binding proteins 2) A single electron transfer process without proton transfer because of the missing contribution of the tryptophan radical in the DADS of τ 3 .
3) Attendance of the second flavin in the binding pocket due to an unchanged signature for τ 3 when FAD is binding. The spectral signature of the DAS indicates that a neutral tryptophan radical and an anionic riboflavin semiquinone may be intermediates of the slower pathway (38) (39) (40) .
For the faster process, a proton donor transfer to the flavin is part of the mechanism. The tryptophan nitrogen is hydrogen bonding to E38, and can be ruled out as the acid in this process. Instead, water molecules were identified as putative proton donors. These water molecules are in close vicinity to the riboflavin N5 position, which had been reported as good proton acceptor in riboflavin excited states (48) . Especially, Mg 2+ -coordinated waters close to the N5 atom were regarded as putative proton donors, as Mg 2+ -coordination of waters facilitates deprotonation (49) . To investigate the role of the Mg 2+ to the quenching mechanism, we studied the mutated HsDod A samples D41S which do not bind a Mg
2+
at that position as was studied by X-ray crystallography. Transient data show results identical to the wild type HsDod A , and therefore we conclude that the water coordinated by the Mg 2+ does not play a significant role ( Figure S5 ). It can not be ruled out however, that hydrogen bonded water molecules act as proton donors even in the absence of the Mg 2+ . Dodecin proteins are not only found in H. salinarum, but also in numerous other species for example Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Legionella pneumophila, or Halorhodosphira halophila (2,3). Adjacent to some smaller variations in the protein structure, the dodecin proteins show remarkable differences in the design of their binding pockets, resulting in a varying alignment of incorporated flavins. While in archaeal dodecin, represented by structural data on HsDod was also investigated by transient spectroscopy ( Figure 3C ). The lifetime of the difference signals is clearly shorter than for free riboflavin, but in comparison to HsDod A , the decay of the difference signals is considerably slower. The stimulated emission cancels the positive absorbance change at 530 nm, thus the quenching of the excited state is less effective. Furthermore, the positive signal extends more into the long wavelength region, similar as for free riboflavin ( Figure 3A,C, Figure  4 ). This leads to the conclusion that, compared to HsDod A , a slower recovery of the initial ground state is achieved by either slower transfer and back transfer of an electron, or another slower, less effective quenching mechanism.
The data of HhDod B were also successfully fitted with four time constants. According to the HsDod A data analysis, τ 1 and τ 4 are assigned as stated above. Time constants of τ 2 =900±100 fs and τ 3 =7±2 ps were found, and describe the decay of the signals, (since the time constant for HsDod A were τ 2 =800±100 fs and τ 3 =4±1 ps). Both time constants are slower for HhDod B .
The ground state recovery for HsDod A and HhDod B gives the best comparison of the quenching dynamics. It shows that HhDod B has strongly pronounced amplitudes in the slower process (τ 3 ), while in the fast process (τ 2 ) the amplitudes are similar. Although different in ground state recovery, the DADS of the slow time constant are similar in both species, and indicate that the respective reaction pathway is similar for both species. The DADS for the shorter time constant clearly show a different spectral signature for λ > 500 nm, and indicate significant differences in their deactivation pathway ( Figure 5 ). These dynamic differences are nicely reflected in the structural differences of both dodecins (Figure 1 ): Most evident is the divergent alignment of the flavin residues in the binding pocket and a less overlapping alignment of the aromatic tetrad, since the tryptophan residues are tilted and the flavins are shifted against each other. Also, the polar interactions holding the flavins are different in both binding pockets.
CONCLUSION
Our studies on dodecin proteins show that the lifetime of photo-excited riboflavin is reduced several orders of magnitude in an ultrafast depopulation mechanism. On the basis of results on other flavin binding proteins, we expect an electron transfer from a tryptophan residue to the photo excited flavin to play a central role for the quenching mechanism. This idea is supported by the spectral profile of the difference spectrum that fits well with the cationic tryptophan radical. The broad flavin tolerance of dodecin allows studying the role of the ribityl chain and the second flavin in the binding pocket in the quenching mechanism. Our results show that these elements are not relevant for the mechanism. Thus, the benefit of dimeric incorporation of riboflavin is to maximize the flavin load while still keeping the flavin photochemistry under the control of an adjacent aromatic amino acid, similar as it is found in the well characterized chicken RfbP. Proton transfer from a surrounding water molecule as part of excited state quenching was detected by a longer time constants when H 2 O is exchanged by D 2 O. From our data we can conclude that an electron transfer and back transfer coupled with a proton transfer is responsible for the ultrafast depopulation of the flavin excited state. The most reasonable mechanism is illustrated in Figure 8 . Another explanation for the solvent dependence of τ 2 might be a proton transfer coupled electron back transfer. A second process, which occurs on a slightly slower time scale, cannot be definitely assigned, yet. Therefore we postulate the following quenching mechanism: A fast electron transfer from a tryptophan to the photo-excited riboflavin occurs faster than the time resolution of our experiment (250 fs) and a back transfer with a time constant of 800 fs. This electron transfer process is coupled to a proton transfer from surrounding water molecules to the N5 of the flavin. A second simultaneous mechanism with a intermediate absorbing at 500 nm and decayig with a 4 ps time constant is not finally identified. The maximum in the DADS at 500 nm indicates, that a neutral tryptophan radical or an anionic flavin radical might be part of that mechanism (38, 40) . A contribution of the second flavin in the binding pocket to the difference signals is excluded, due to the results of dodecin bound FAD.
In addition, we show the impact of the binding pocket design on excited state quenching by comparing ultrafast spectral behavior of archaeal and bacterial dodecin. Dodecins from the different domains of life show entirely different behavior in their transient data, thus demonstrating the conspicuous effect of the different binding pockets which were manifested by evolutionary divergence. Most prominent is the considerably faster decay of the difference signals for the archaeal HsDod A as key mechanism for faster quenching of bound riboflavin (2) 
